The list of laws and regulations of the Republic of Croatia from the competence of the Ministry of Education and Sport

- Pre-school Education Act (NN. no.: 10/97)
- Elementary Education Act (NN. no.: 59/90, 26/93, 27/93 and 7/96)
- Secondary Education Act (NN. no.: 19/92, 27/93, 50/95)
- Education in Languages and Scripts of National Minorities Act (NN. no.: 51/100, 56/00)
- Sport Act (NN. no.: 111/97)
- Technical Culture Act (NN. no.: 76/93, 11/94)
- Certification of Acquired Qualification Act (NN. no.: 27/96)
- Educational Inspection Act (NN. no.: 50/95, 73/97)
- Validation of Foreign Certificates and Diplomas Act (NN. no.: 57/96, 21/00)
- Textbooks Act (NN. no.: 3/78, 26/93)
- Expert Pedagogical Supervision Act (NN. no.: 73/97)
- Popular Open Universities Act (NN. no.: 54/97)
- Libraries Act (NN. no.: 105/97, 104/00)
- Road Traffic Safety Act (NN. no.: 84/92, 5/93, 26/93, 29/94, 43/96, 46/96, 54/96)

1. Book of Rules on the disposing of the state budget funds and the criteria for the co-financing of preschool education programs (NN. no.: 134/97)
2. Book of Rules on the manner and conditions for the passing of professional exam by educators and expert assistants in kindergartens (NN. no.: 133/97, 4/98)
3. Book of Rules on the manner and conditions for the advancement in a profession and for the promotion to the positions of educators and expert assistants in kindergartens (NN. no.: 133/97)
4. Book of Rules on the type of qualification of expert employees and the type and degree of qualification of other employees in kindergartens (NN. no.: 133/97)
5. Book of Rules on the special conditions and criteria for the realization of pre-school education curricula (NN. no.: 133/97)
6. Book of Rules on the qualification and pedagogical-psychological education of teachers and expert assistants in elementary education (NN. no.: 47/96)
7. Book of Rules on the number of students in regular and combined classes in elementary school (NN. no.: 74/99)
8. Book of Rules on the enrollment of children in elementary schools (NN. no.: 13/91)
9. Book of Rules on training facilities in elementary schools (NN. no.: 40/91)
10. Book of Rules on the conditions and manner of the realization of experimental curricula in elementary schools (NN. no.: 40/91)
11. Book of Rules on the passing of subject and class exams in elementary schools, (NN. no.: 31/91)
12. Book of Rules on the obligations of teachers and expert assistants in elementary schools (NN. no.: 51/99, 76/00)
13. Book of Rules on the advancement of primary and secondary school teachers (NN. no.: 89/95, 148/99)
14. Book of Rules on the passing of professional exams by teachers and expert assistants in elementary and secondary schools (NN. no.: 89/95, 148/99)
15. Book of Rules on elementary education of students with developmental disorders (NN. no.: 23/91)
16. Book of Rules on elementary education of gifted students (NN. no.: 34/91)
17. Book of Rules on the completion of elementary education by adults by the means of passing exams (NN. no.: 70/91)
18. Book of Rules on elementary education in arts (NN. no: 53/93)
19. Book of Rules on the manner of following and grading students in elementary and secondary school (NN. no.: 92/95)
20. Book of Rules on the forms and content of pedagogical documentation and records of students in elementary schools (NN. no.: 45/96)
21. Book of Rules on the calendar of work of elementary schools for the school year 2000/2001 (NN. no.: 39/00, 83/00)
22. Book of Rules on the beginning and the end of classes and the length of vacations of students in elementary schools for the school year 2000/2001 (NN. no.: 39/00, 83/00)
23. Book of Rules on the passing of the final exam (NN. no.: 29/94, 15/95, 24/95)
24. Book of Rules on the qualification and pedagogical-psychological education of teachers in secondary education (NN. no.: 1/96, 80/99)
25. Book of Rules on the forms and content of pedagogical documentation and records of students in secondary education and student dormitories (NN. no.: 47/96, 63/96)
26. Book of Rules on the content and form of class certificates, diplomas and certificates of final exam in secondary schools (NN. no.: 44/94, 31/95, 33/95, 47/96)

27. Book of Rules on the training facilities in secondary schools (NN. no.: 11/94)

28. Book of Rules on the quotas for direct educational work per subjects and the manner of establishing the number of persons to perform educational and other jobs in secondary schools (NN. no.: 52/95, 89/95, 67/00)

29. Book of Rules on the manner and procedure for the establishment of the conditions for the commencement of the work of secondary schools (NN. no.: 50/92, 53/92)

30. Book of Rules on secondary education of students with developmental disorders and serious developmental disorders (NN. no.: 86/92)

31. Book of Rules on secondary education of gifted students (NN. no.: 90/93)

32. Book of Rules on the manner of organizing of classes in trade schools and of practical classes in other vocational schools (NN. no.: 18/94)

33. Book of Rules on secondary education of adults (NN. no.: 112/00)

34. Book of Rules on the keeping of record on validation and recognition of equivalency of school certificates obtained abroad (NN. no.: 40/86, 57/96)

35. Book of Rules on the selection and preparation of educators, teachers and professors from the Republic of Croatia for educational work with our children abroad (NN. no.: 22/91)

36. Book of Rules on the content and form of pedagogical documentation and the manner of storing of documentation on Croatian classes abroad (NN. no.: 37/91)

37. Book of Rules on the type of qualification of school supervisors and senior school supervisors and other experts authorized for expert-pedagogical supervision (NN. no.: 119/97)

38. Book of Rules on the identification cards for educational inspectors and senior educational inspectors (NN. no.: 92/95)

39. Book of Rules on the form and manner of keeping of lists of performed inspections by educational inspectors and senior educational inspectors of the Ministry of Education and Sport

40. Book of Rules on the content, form and manner of issuance of driving instructor’s permits (NN. no.: 81/93, 103/97)

41. Book of Rules on the training of candidates for the drivers of motor vehicles (NN. no.: 89/94, 42/95, 30/98)

42. Book of Rules on the conditions and manner of passing driving exams (NN. no.: 89/94, 30/98, 53/98)
Tasks carried out by the Ministry of Education and Sport on the basis of legal authorization

Preschool Education Act (NN. no.: 10/97)

- evaluation of conformity of the Act on Establishment of Kindergartens with the Act (Article 9)
- granting consent regarding the kindergarten curricula (Article 15, Paragraph 3)
- (drafting) and adopting of curricula for pre-school children with developmental disorders (Article 17, Paragraph 1), and curricula for the work with pre-school gifted children (Paragraph 3)
- granting consent to the health protection and social care programs in kindergartens, to be established, by law, by the Minister of Health and the Minister of Labor and Social Care (Article 18, Paragraph 3)
- establishing the type and degree of qualification for kindergarten employees (Article 24, Paragraph 3)
- regulation of the conditions for the passing of professional exam and for the apprenticeship curricula (Article 28, Paragraph 7)
- supervision over the implementation of laws and regulations passed on the basis of the Act (Article 44, Paragraph 1)
- inspection and expert-pedagogical supervision (Article 44, Paragraphs 2 and 3)

Elementary Education Act (NN. no.: 59/90, 27/93 and 7/96)

- supervision over the implementation of the provisions of the Act (Article 9)
- granting preliminary consent for the founding of elementary schools in cases when founders are physical persons or religious communities (Article 16, Paragraph 3)
- granting consent for a network of schools (Article 17)
- issuing decisions granting permission for the commencement of the work of an elementary school (Article 18, Paragraph 3)
• issuing acts on the closing of an elementary school (Article 21, Paragraphs 4)
• issuing curricula and syllabi (Article 24, Paragraph 1)
• issuing curricula for the education of gifted students (Article 28, Paragraph 2)
• establishing of standards for the premises, equipment and educational tools in elementary schools (Article 33, Paragraph 1)
• granting permissions for the use of textbooks in elementary schools (Article 33, Paragraph 2)
• issuing of calendars for the work of schools (Article 41, Paragraph 3)
• establishing of the criteria for the financing and networking of training facilities (Article 42)
• establishing of experimental curricula, the schools to implement them, the conditions and the manner of work
• establishing the procedure for the evaluation of physical and psychological status of a child (Article 44)
• regulation of the reasons, manner and time of passing of class and subject exams (Article 57, Paragraph 4)
• establishment of the content and manner of education of children with serious developmental disorders (Article 61, Paragraph 2)
• regulation of the type of qualification of teachers and expert assistants, the content, manner and conditions for passing of expert exam and the obligations of teachers and expert assistants (Article 75)
• passing of apprentice curricula (Article 79)
• passing of regulations on the bodies, institutions and organizations which must keep records from Article 45, Paragraph 1, and on the types of records, the content and the manner of keeping thereof (Article 45, Paragraph 2)
• carrying out the procedure for the appointment and dismissal from office of principals of secondary educational institutions (Article 48, Paragraph 3)
• granting consent to the appointment and dismissal from office of principals of private secondary schools (Article 48, Paragraph 3)
• rendering the decision on the enrollment of students (Article 57, Paragraph 5)
• granting consent to the conditions for the enrollment of students and the decision on the enrollment into private secondary schools with the right to issue diplomas recognized by the state
• regulation of the manner of following and grading of students (Article 61, Paragraph 3)
• regulation of the conditions, the manner and the procedure for passing the school-leaving examination (Article 69, Paragraph 5)
• regulation of the content and the form of diplomas and certificates (Article 70, Paragraph 5)
• regulation of the form and the content of pedagogical documentation and records (Article 71)
• deciding appeals against decisions to expel students from schools (Article 72, Paragraph 5)
• regulation of what is to be deemed appropriate qualification and necessary pedagogical-psychological education (Article 78, Paragraph 6)
• regulation of the curricula, the manner and conditions for passing professional exam by teachers (Article 80, Paragraph 5)
• regulation of quotas for direct educational work per subjects, the manner of determining the number of persons to perform educational and other tasks in secondary schools as well as other tasks from Article 77, Paragraph 1 of this Law (Article 77a, Paragraph 3)
• regulation of the procedure, manner and conditions for the evaluation and promotion of teachers (Article 83, Paragraph 3)
• regulation of curricula and organization of mandatory forms of training (Article 83, Paragraph 2)
• carrying out of administrative supervision and inspection regarding the implementation of the Secondary Education Act, as well as expert pedagogical supervision over the work of educators, primary school teachers, secondary school teachers, expert assistants and other persons who perform educational work (Article 86a)
• regulation of the conditions and criteria for the sale of goods and services on market and setting prices for the educational and other services rendered for the personal and other needs of students and other physical persons and legal entities in public secondary schools (Article 90)
• establishment of curricula and carrying out of training (Article 80)
• regulation of the procedure for the following and evaluation of teachers and expert assistants (Article 81, Paragraph 1)
• issuing of curricula and syllabi for the education of adults (Article 83; Paragraph 1)
• regulation of the conditions and manner of completion of elementary education of adults by the means of passing exams (Article 84; Paragraph 1)
• establishing whether elementary schools and other legal entities meet the preconditions to offer curricula for the elementary education of adults and granting permissions for the commencement of their work (Article 85, Paragraph 2)
• carrying out of the proceedings for the appointment and dismissal form office of principals (Article 88)
• regulation of the forms for pedagogical documentation and records (Article 93, Paragraph 2)

Secondary Education Act (Narodne novine, no.: 19/92, 27/93 and 50/95)

• granting permission for the holding of part of classes in individual subjects established by curricula and syllabi in a foreign language (Article 9, Paragraph 3)
• passing of common and elective parts of curricula and syllabi (Article 10, Paragraph 6)
• granting permissions for textbooks (Article 17, Paragraph 1)
• establishing the manner of organization of classes in trade schools and practical classes in vocational schools (Article 18, Paragraph 3)
• regulation of the beginning and end of classes and length of breaks for students for each school year (Article 20, Paragraph 3)
• regulation of the conditions and the manner of education of gifted students (Article 21, Paragraph 3)
• regulation of the organization, curricula, conditions, manner and procedure for the enrollment and education of students with developmental disorders and with serious developmental disorders (Article 22, Paragraph 3)
• granting permissions for experimental curricula (Article 23)
• regulation of the conditions, manner of work and network of training facilities for students form teacher training Universities (Article 24, Paragraph 2)
• regulation of the conditions and the manner of offering and acquiring of secondary education of adults (Article 25, Paragraph 3)
• regulation of special curricula and syllabi for the obtaining of school or vocational qualification and curricula for requalification (Article 25, Paragraph 3)
• granting preliminary consent regarding the statutes of secondary educational institutions (Article 32, Paragraph 2)
• granting permissions for the beginning of work of secondary schools (Article 33, Paragraph 2)
• regulation of the manner and procedure for the establishment of the conditions for the commencement of work of secondary schools (Article 33, Paragraph 3)
• in the case regulated in Article 34 of the Act, the Minister proposes to the founder to issue the act on the closing of a school, or issues the act
on the closing by himself, in accordance with Paragraph 3 of this Article

- granting consent to curricula and syllabi of private secondary schools and granting permissions for the commencement of the work of private secondary schools (Article 38, Paragraph 1)
- granting permissions to foreign secondary schools to offer secondary education curricula on the territory of the Republic of Croatia (Article 39)
- regulation of the conditions for the admission of students, the accommodation costs and meal costs in dormitories, as well as regulation of the standards for the premises, equipment and programs of educational work with the students in these dormitories (Article 41, Paragraph 4)